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About This Game

Destroy the evil at the heart of a haunted manor! As an orphan, you discovered your ability to commune with the spirit world
and ghosts. When your uncle Kent mysteriously disappears, you'll embark on a journey to find out what really happened. With
your trusty companion Devanand at your side, you make your way to Darnecroy Manor, where Kent was last seen. It is...The

House.

Heart of the House is 360,000-word interactive Gothic novel by Nissa Campbell. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or
sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Within the manor, you'll encounter the master, Lord Bastian Reaves; his mysterious servants, Oriana and Loren; and the
thousands of spirits teeming around and in this haunted mansion. But will you shatter the power that binds the ghosts to the

House, or claim it for yourself? Can love bloom in a haunted house? Most importantly, how will you escape when the House
comes for you?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bi, ace, or poly

 Explore the halls of the House, even as they seem to shift before your eyes

 Encounter ghosts, spirits, and echoes, as you search for your lost Uncle Kent
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 Fight against an ancient evil or embrace its demonic gifts

 Indulge in steamy, chaste, sweet, or provocative romances, or go it alone

 Exploit the secrets you find for self-serving ends or use them to help your friends

 Defeat your greatest fears in bone-chilling moments of terror...if you can

 Choose whom you can save, if anyone, from the horrors the House contains

For some, there may be no escape from The Heart of the House.
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Act of War: Direct Action is a very solid gaming package. Units seem to be well balanced, combat is fun and made pretty
interesting by dense city sections, and the visuals should keep anybody more than satisfied. The story is pretty bad but this is an
RTS not an rpg, the acting from the various cut scene actors were actually♥♥♥♥♥♥ Third graders would’ve performed better.
If it wasn't for the horrible acting and wonkiness of plot this would have been a gorgeously presented game. Effects are decent
the whole way through, but the environments are really where Act of War has a leg up on all others. Sadly multiplayer is dead,
so this game now becomes a buy only if cheap game.. This developer has been collecting money since March 25 2015.It is not a
game at all.Its a tech demo that they never update.There is nothing to play, You walk around about 10 minutes in the desert and
die.You will be disapointed with the crappy tech demo if you buy it.I suggest you wait and see if it gets any updates, I'm pretty
sure it won't.You can find plenty of excuses from the developers.Like: Steam released before it was ready,Its Steams fault.And
Like: We decided to switch game engines in the middle of game development (sure you did).Oh yes: on September 4th 2016
they posted: We are 80% done on a major patch for the game.(thats a good one)Think about it, The longer they string people
along with lies.The more money they stand to make and don't have to do anything to earn it..As always , Thats just my opinion.

04-30-18:

Just an update, Its been over 3 years now and still no game. Just a really bad tech demo.
Do not buy this garbage..!. No wonder it was so cheap, its as bad as a game you would get for free in a box of cereals.. Really
cute but no replay value in the main mode. Obviously catered towards a younger audience. Buy on sale, it's not worth the full
price.. Forget telltale, this is the best story-focused walking dead/zombie game there is. It's a simple text game, but that
simplicity allows the various narrative choices/paths to be far more impactful and far-reaching (10 possible endings). Great
experience, highly recommend to all.. Played alittle of the story. Pretty fun game dev! I see alot of potential in this. Love the
music! Wouldnt mind knowing where it came from. Ill see if i can convince my friends to play as well!
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i dont like it
very glitchy working bad. its good but its need a chapter 4 and even this game a eye pod same as iphone lol. You just roll a cube
around... It makes no sense.. Challenging learning curve, but once you get the hang of it, this game will totally engross you.
Some camera wonkiness and balance issues, but I expect these will improve with time.. Its a really fun game to play with
friends. McDroid has a smart use of character designs, a subtle feel of worldbuilding, and the hectic and intense strategy is hit
home by the hefty, powerful feel of everything.

http://youtu.be/uZoKxMjK-VA. 2 items are included in this pack:

-Original soundtrack of the game
-Developer commentary game mode via options menu

Soundtrack:
-As it sounds. The soundtrack. Formatted in MP3 files @256kbps

Developer Commentary:
-Fun little audio snippets from the developers regarding game elements as they
are encountered.
-This mode is played by enabling it in the options menu. The game will now
play as normal, but throughout the levels you find characters representing
the developers who can be talked to, activating their recorded commentary audio clips.

This DLC pack is solely for fans.
If you didn't enjoy the game this won't add value for you.

Did you enjoy the soundtrack? Here it is.
Similar to some dvd movies, its fun to hear the thoughts of the creators. But is it neccessary?

It is somewhat relaxing to listen to the developers while you play around in the levels now that you've
completed them, but its definetly not a big deal. There are a little bit of "thought process" bits as you
would expect, but it doesn't add a lot to the experience.

Overall for this pack, the value item is the soundtrack.
The commentary would just be an add-on.
Could be interesting, could be not.
Don't make it your only reason unless you are one who must always
watch\/listen to extra features.. very good game with good scene
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